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reaction probability of the H+CH4 reaction based on a mixed Jacobi and Radau

description
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A full-dimensional time-dependent wavepacket study using mixed polyspherical Jacobi

and Radau coordinates for the title reaction has been reported. The non-reactive moi-

ety CH3 has been described using three Radau vectors whereas two Jacobi vectors have

been used for the bond breaking/formation process. A potential-optimized discrete vari-

able representation basis has been employed to describe the vibrational coordinates of the

reagent CH4. About one hundred billion basis functions have been necessary to achieve

converged results. The reaction probabilities for some initial vibrational states are given.

A comparison between the present approach and other methods, including reduced and full

dimensional ones, is also presented.
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A comprehensive description of elementary chemical reactions is of utmost relevance in fields

such as combustion and interstellar chemistry. Ideally, an accurate understanding at a quantum

level of theory is required. However, the computational effort of such calculations increases expo-

nentially with the number of atoms. More relevantly, considering state-to-state reaction probabili-

ties, triatomic and a few tetra-atomic reactive systems could be studied until now? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? .

Interestingly, several models and methods have been recently proposed to treat reactive systems

with more than four atoms.

In this context, the six-atom system H+CH4 → H2+CH3 has served as a benchmark for both

theoretical and experimental studies in quantum reaction scattering studies. Owing to its impor-

tance in industry, in the last twenty years different simulation approaches, ranging from 3 to 12

active nuclear degrees of freedoms, have been developed for its study. Takayanagi was the first

to report a three dimensional study in which H+CH4 was considered as a collinear four-atomic

system.? Yu and Nyman added the umbrella mode of nonreacting CH3 in a four-dimensional

model including a rotating bond approximation (RBA).? Wang and Bowman carried out a six-

dimensional (6D) time-dependent wave packet study by treating the three hydrogen atoms in CH3

as a pseudo-atom.? Zhang et.al. developed a semi-rigid vibrating rotor target (SVRT) model in

which the CH3 moiety is treated as a semi-rigid vibrating rotor.? ?

In 2000, Clary and Palma proposed an eight-dimensional (8D) model for the reaction of

the type X+YCZ3 → XY+CZ3 in which the non-reactive CZ3 group is restricted to a C3v

symmetry.? Then Yang et al. carried out seven-dimensional calculations on the H+CH4 reaction

using that model with time-dependent wave packet method (TDWP).? Subsequently, also using

this model, Zhang and Yang carried a number of wave packet dynamics studies like H+CH4 →

H2+CH3? ? ? ? , H+CD4→HD+CD3
? , H+CHD3→H2+CD3

? ? , O+CH4→OH+CH3
? , Cl+CHD3

→ HCl+CD3
? ? ? and F+CH4 → HF+CH3

? ? . Surprisingly, even if in all these reactions the non-

reactive methyl group is treated like a one- or two-dimensional C3v rotor, the model provides

results that quantitatively agree with the experimental results. For instance, Zhang and Zhou

et al. used the 7D model to study the H+CD4 → HD+CD3 reaction, leading to integral cross

sections (ICS) in good agreement with experience.? Wang et al. reported an interesting experi-

mental result about the vibrational enhancement factor in the Cl+CHD3 → HCl+CD3 reaction?

that agreed reasonably well with the 7D quantum dynamics calculation.? Despite these exciting

agreements between the low-dimensional models and experience, it is still unknown whether these

reduced-dimensional models introduce significant differences with full dimensional simulations.
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During the past two decades, possible only the group of Manthe were able to carry out full-

dimensional quantum dynamic simulations on the title system. They used the (multi-layer? ? ? ? )

multi-configurational time-dependent Hartree (ML-MCTDH) approach? ? ? ? to perform many dif-

ferent types of calculations including the computation of reaction rate constants? , initial state-

selected reaction probabilities, state-to-state reaction probabilities, etc. always within the quantum

transition state framework? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? . In these simulations, these authors used a description

based on Jacobi and Radau coordinates as we do in the present work? ? .

In contrast, in our method we use a different definition of the coordinates (purely polyspherical? ).

This results in a less complicated Kinetic Energy Operator (KEO). Note that the idea to combine

Jacobi and Radau coordinates was already introduced in spectroscopy by Bramley and Carrington

for CH2O in 1993? .

In this communication, we present full dimensional quantum calculations on the H+CH4 →

H2+CH3 abstraction reaction using a time-dependent wave packet method. The KEO for the sys-

tem is straightforwardly derived from the polyspherical formulation? based on mixed coordinates

containing two Jacobi vectors and three Radau vectors. Since they are parameterized in terms of

spherical coordinates and there are several vectors, these belong to a particular case of the so-called

family of polyspherical coordinates? . In addition, this approach easily permits the introduction of

subsystems. In other words, it is possible to define a body-fixed (BF) frame for specific groups

of atoms in the molecular system and to introduce the spherical coordinates inside this body-fixed

frame? ? as in the formulation for van der Waals dimers? . The mixed coordinates of the system

with the structure of X+YCZ1,2,3 are depicted in the Fig. 1. Here, we have one BF for the whole

system, one subsystem for YCZ1,2,3, and one subsubsystem for CZ1,2,3. This allows us to separate

easily the intramolecular motions of the CZ1,2,3 moiety from the rest. This is a key aspect when

considering the dynamics after the reaction. Additionally, the YCZ1,2,3 moiety is also separated

from the colliding X atom, which is very important prior to the reaction. This kind of strategy

can be seen as a generalization of the formulation for van der Waals dimers? combined with poly-

spherical coordinates. More precisely, the global BF is defined such as its z axis is parallel to ~R

of Fig. 1 and such as the third Euler angle of the BF is the first Euler angle of the BF frame for

YCZ1,2,3. The BF of the subsystem YCZ1,2,3 is defined such as its z axis is parallel to ~r of Fig. 1

and its third Euler angle is the first Euler angle of the BF of the CZ1,2,3 subsubsystem. The BF of

the subsubsystem CZ1,2,3 is defined such as its z axis is parallel to ~R3 of Fig. 1 and its third Euler

angle is defined such as ~R2 of Fig. 1 lies parallel to the ((x, z);x > 0) half-plan. The definition
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of the BF frame for CZ1,2,3 breaks the explicit symmetry of the three C-Z bonds. This has the

advantage of keeping the structure of the polyspherical coordinates? ? ? and its advantages with

respect to the use of orthogonal coordinates, where the number of terms is rather well controlled.

In terms of coordinates, we have to add the distance R to the ones necessary for the rotational

description of YCZ1,2,3 (12D including 3 Euler angles). Since we do not consider any overall rota-

tion in the present work, only the last two Euler angles of YCZ1,2,3 have to be kept. This leads to a

problem in 11 dimensions plus R, i.e. 12 dimensions. Recently, this strategy using polyspherical

coordinates with subsystems been successfully utilised in the study of the five-atomic scattering

process of H+NH3
? . In this system, the non-reactive group NH2 of the reagent NH3 was described

by two Radau vectors while two Jacobi vectors were used for the bond breaking and formation.

At this point, it should be noted that the use of subsystem coordinates, allows a direct product of

potential-optimized discrete variable representation? ? (PODVR) functions for the corresponding

degrees of freedom which, in turn, reduces the size of the basis functions. As already shown, the

combination of these mixed coordinates and the PODVR method can lead to a high efficiency.

Therefore, such strategy can be extended to some elementary reactions involving six atoms in

which the non-reactive moieties keep some symmetry and remain rather rigid. Note also that the

flexibility provided by the combination of subsystems and polyspherical coordinates? is such that

extensions to different structures with even more flexibility in the CZ1,2,3 moeity would be possible

without a qualitative change in the strategy. In particular, only new terms, similar to those already

implemented in the present code, might be added to the KEO.

As already mentioned, the mixed coordinates of the system with the structure of X+YCZ1,2,3

are depicted in the Fig. 1. The full dimensional Hamiltonian for such a system, defined in Jacobi

and Radau mixed coordinates, can be written as

Ĥ = − 1

2µR

∂2

∂R2
+

( ~J†tot − ~L
†
Y CZ1,2,3

) · ( ~Jtot − ~LY CZ1,2,3)

2µRR2

− 1

2µr

∂2

∂r2
+

(~L†Y CZ1,2,3
− ~L†CZ1,2,3

) · (~LY CZ1,2,3 − ~LCZ1,2,3)

2µrr2

+ T̂CZ1,2,3

+ V (R, βY , αs, r, βs, γs, R1, R2, R3, θ1, θ2, ϕ1) , (1)
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where

µR =
mXmY CZ1,2,3

mX +mY +mC +mZ1 +mZ2 +mZ3

, (2)

µr =
mYmCZ1,2,3

mY +mC +mZ1 +mZ2 +mZ3

, (3)

~Jtot is the total angular momentum operator of the system, ~LY CZ1,2,3 and ~LCZ1,2,3 are the rotational

angular momentum operator of the YCZ1,2,3 and CZ1,2,3, respectively. V denotes the potential

energy surface? . With respect to the kinetic energy operator T̂CZ1,2,3 , its purely vibrational part is

given in the appendix of Ref.? and the additional rotational part is given in Eq. 5 of Ref.? . The

excellent agreement between the rovibrational eigenvalues for different penta-atomic molecules

obtained with our code and those from different approaches? proves that the KEO has been cor-

rectly implemented. We additionally define u1 = cos θ1, u2 = cos θ2 and uβs = cos βs so that the

integral volume element reads:

dV = dR1 dR2 dR3 du1 du2 dϕ1dαs duβs dγs dr sin βY dβY dR , (4)

using the convention for the coordinates of Ref.? .

Concerning the time-dependent wave packet method, we have followed the approach used for

the X+YNZ1,2 system by replacing the nonreactive group NZ1,2 by the CZ1,2,3 moiety. The poten-

tial energy surface used here was fitted using the permutation invariant polynomial-neural network

method by Li et al? I FIND THAT SOME DESCRIPTION OF THE PIP-NN PARAMETERS

AND CONVERGENCE SHOULD BE GIVEN HERE

The main goal of this communication is to show the efficiency of our method, hence only the

abstraction channel H’+CH4 → H’H+CH3 will be presented and the exchange channel H’+CH4

→ H+H’CH3 will not been considered. An L-shaped wave function expansion scheme was used

to reduced the size of the basis set. A total of 72 sinus basis functions was used for R range in a

range of [2.0,15.0] a.u. whereas 22 grid points were used in the interaction region. For the break-

ing bond r, a total of 30 vibrational basis functions was used and 5 vibrational basis functions

were used in the asymptotic region. For the three Radau radial degree of freedoms R1, R2 and

R3, three vibrational basis functions were used for each of them. For the three angular degrees of

freedoms θ1, θ2 and ϕ1 in CH3, 5, 5 and 15 PODVR functions were used, respectively. For the two

angular coordinates βs and γs, we used 8 PODVR functions. The rotational basis is controlled by

Lmax=24 and kmax=3, resulting in a total of 163 functions for Jtot = 0, Jtot being the quantum num-

ber for the total angular momentum. Consequently, the total number of the basis functions reaches
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69, 711, 840, 000 in the interaction region and 26, 406, 000, 000 in the asymptotic region. The stor-

age for the wavefunctions necessitates more than 716 GB. We have used combined shared memory

parallelization using OpenMP and distributed memory parallelization using message passing in-

terface (MPI). The convergence with respect to the number of DVR points for all the degrees of

freedom has been tested very carefully. These tests are presented in the supplementary material.

To carry out the scattering calculations, we first computed vibrational energies of some initial

states of CH4 using the aforementioned parameters. Table I displays the calculated fundamental

and excited energy levels for the four vibrational modes of the methane molecular together with

their experimental counterparts. In previous papers? ? , we have calculated the vibrational and

rotational energy levels for some isotopic derivatives of methane and CH3F and these results have

been thoroughly compared to experimental data and to other theoretical methods? ? ? ? ? . We have

shown that the strategy with one Jacobi vectors and three Radau vectors (1+3) along with the

PODVR approach leads to very accurate results, proving the reliability of our method, in particular

the correct implementation of the complicated KEO to prepare the studies of reactions of the type

X+YCZ1,2,3.

Fig. 2 depicts the reaction probabilities for Jtot=0 and the initial ground state CH4 as a func-

tion of translational energy. obtained with the present full-dimensional, together with reduced-

dimensional models (7D and 8D) as well as the results of the MCTDH method in full dimension-

ality (12D), respectively. These MCTDH results have taken from Ref.? . By visual inspection of

Fig. 2, we can notice that the probability increases very fast from around translational energy 0.4

to 0.6 eV. Then the curve goes down slightly. From the energy of 0.66 eV to 1.0 eV, the probability

rises very slowly and reaches a maximum of about 0.0036 at 1.0 eV. Overall, the probability for

the (0000) initial state is very small for the abstraction reaction and is relatively smooth. As a

comparison, the reaction probabilities of the seven- and eight-dimensional method based on the

C3v models are also given. In the 7D model, the non-reactive CH3 model includes only one vi-

brational degree of freedom, the so-called umbrella angle, and the stretching motion of three C-H

bonds is included in the 8D model. Importantly, the shapes of the probabilities of the reduced-

dimensional methods are very similar to the present full-dimensional method except in a tiny shift

in translational energy. The probabilities for the reduced-dimensional methods also increase very

fast in the low energy region whereas in the high energy region the positions of the oscillating

structures are almost the same again with a very small shift. The full dimensional probability of

the MCTDH method is almost identical to the present 12D results in the low energy region thus
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showing that both approaches are in an excellent agreement. However, the MCTDH probability

drops down when the energy is larger than about 0.62 eV. Even though the PESs of the MCTDH

method is slightly different from our present PES, we firmly believe that such difference cannot

be caused by this difference. Indeed, as shown in our previous studies? ? ? ? , the differences of

probabilities among those different PESs for the H+CH4→ H2+CH3 reactions are very small: the

PES? used for the MCTDH calculations is refitted based on the PES of Ref.? On the one hand,

the transition state for the abstraction channel has a C3v symmetry and the reaction system always

keeps it along the minimal reaction path. On the other hand, we have obtained results with the 7D

model, which were in very good agreement with the experimental results.? ? ? I FIND THAT THE

7D MODEL SHOULD BE RECALLED HERE With those results in mind, we are confident

that the results of the present full-dimensional method are reliable, thud confirming that the 7D

reduced-dimensional model is sufficient to predict the reaction probability starting from (0000).

Moreover, we believe that the calculations with MCTDH there is probably a lack of convergence

in the high-energy region.

In the 7D model, the bond length of the non-reactive CH3 group is fixed, so that the stretching

mode will be localized at the broken bond C-H. In contrast, the three bond lengths of the non-

reactive CH3 group can change simultaneously in the 8D model. As a consequence, there will

exist one symmetry stretching mode and one asymmetrical stretching mode. In the full dimen-

sional model, there are four stretching modes including a symmetric one and a triply-degenerate

asymmetric one. Similarly, as in the reaction H+NH3
? , the four bonds in the reagent CH4 do not

possess explicit permutation symmetry in our 12D model due to the fact that we use one Radau

vector to define the z BF axis of the BF of CH3. The three asymmetrical stretching modes are thus

not perfectly degenerate. For the asymmetrical stretching vibrational state (0010), the reaction

probability is obtained by averaging over the three (0010) probabilities. In Fig. 3, the comparison

for the present 12D results and 7D and 8D reduced dimensional results is provided. The reac-

tion probabilities of (1000) and (0010) states are almost exactly the same and both rise smoothly

as translational energy increases. The probabilities for the two stretching states are much larger

than those of the ground state and reach about 0.01 at 1.0 eV. In order to further compare the

results of our present 12D calculations with the 7D and 8D models, we also give the sums of the

probabilities of the stretching vibrational states for both 8D and 12D methods. It is observed that

from the threshold energy region to about 0.5 eV, the agreement of the probabilities of the three

methods is very good. This indicates that the C3v model can work very well for low energies and
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that the reaction happens around the minimal reaction path. However, as the energy increases, the

C3v model fails to describe the reaction: this is one important result of our new calculations. The

behavior with increasing energy of the three curves is rather different: the probability in the 12D

model is the largest whereas the 7D probability is the smallest.

In Fig 4, we depict the comparison of the probabilities of the present full dimensional method

and the calculations with the MCTDH method for the reactant CH4 (1000) and (0010) initial

states. When plotted as a function of total energy, which includes the excitation energy, a very tiny

difference between the probabilities of the symmetrical and asymmetrical vibrational states in our

simulations can be observed. In the low energy region, our results with the results obtained with

MCTDH agree very well. However, the reaction probabilities with MCTDH are higher than our

12D result as the total energy increases.

In summary, a full dimensional time dependent wave packet method for the H+CH4 reaction

system based on a model combining Jacobi and Radau coordinates along with a PODVR approach

has been presented. Since the CH3 moiety does not change dramatically during the whole reac-

tion process, three Radau vectors and PODVR functions can be used to describe very effectively

CH3 thus substantially reducing the number of basis functions needed. This opens up the path to

full quantum studies of the title reactions. About one hundred billion functions were needed to

converge our results in our energy domain. The reaction probabilities for the ground and stretch-

ing excited vibrational states have been calculated. A detailed comparison of the present 12D

simulations and reduced-dimensional 7D and 8D models has also been given. This has proven

the reliability of the C3v model in the low energy region. Our results seem to indicate that the

convergence of the former MCTDH simulations needs to be further improved in the high energy

region.

Data Availability Statement The data that support the findings of this study are available from

the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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TABLE I. Vibrational energies (in cm−1) of CH4 for L0 = 0 (no rotation). Second column: calculated

values with the potential energy surface constructed by Li and Chen et al.; third column: experimental

values. Our present zero-point energy is equal to 9689.43 cm−1

State This work Expt.

(0001)F2 1309.19 1310.76

1309.83

1310.33

(0100)E 1530.40 1533.33

1530.83

(1000)A1 2912.89 2916.48

(0010)F2 3014.60 3019.49

3015.13

3015.51
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FIG. 1. The Jacobi and Radau mixed coordinates for the X+YCZ1,2,3 system. A denotes the “canonical”

point of CZ1,2,3, G is the center mass of the CZ1,2,3. ~R1, ~R2 and ~R3 are the Radau vectors. ~R and ~r are the

Jacobi vectors: ~r from G to Y, ~R from the center of mass of YCZ1,2,3 to X.
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FIG. 2. The calculated Jtot = 0 reaction probabilities for the H+CH4(0000) → H2+CH3 as a function of

translational energy for different kinds of methods: in black our new 12D calculations, in red model with 7

dimensions, in blue with 8 dimensions, in green calculations with MCTDH with a slightly different PES.
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FIG. 3. The Jtot=0 reaction probability for the initial states (1000) and (0010) of CH4 as a function of

translational energy and comparison of the probabilities based on 7D, 8D and present method.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the (1000) and (0010) probabilities based on the present method and MCTDH

method as a function of total energy.
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